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The interpolation that estimates the intermediate values of a set of discrete 
samples has been widely used in the applications of signal and medical image 
processing. This dissertation studies the cubic convolution spline interpolation (CCSI) 
algorithm. 
Firstly, several interpolation functions, such as nearest neighbor interpolation, 
linear interpolation, and cubic convolution interpolation are briefly reviewed. 
Secondly, we describe FFT-based CCSI algorithm and direct computation CCSI 
algorithm in considerable detail. Simulation results indicate that for direct 
computation CCSI algorithm, 11 reconstructed filter coefficients can be chosen so that 
it can achieve almost the same peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) value with much 
fewer arithmetic operations when compared with the FFT-based CCSI algorithm. 
Lastly, the relationship between the performance and computational complexity of the 
CCSI schemes with different kernel sizes is analyzed. Simulation results illustrate that 
the performance improves less as the kernel size is increased. Moreover, the 
computational complexity is linear with the size of the interpolation kernel. Thus, it is 
necessary to make the trade-off between the performance and computational 
complexity of the CSI scheme in practical applications. 
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第一章  绪论 




























































图 1-1 多媒体数据信息的改良式压缩编解码技术 
 















































此，T. K. Truong 等先后提出三种不同的实现方法：基于 FFT（Fast Fourier 










条插值算法是基于自由度系数 0.5α = − 的四点立方卷积插值函数，虽然说已有





































图 1-2 变换插值思想 
 


















像 2的幂的插值效果，具体思想如图 1-2所示。很明显这种插值算法只能进行 2
的幂的插值，不能进行任意整数位的插值。 











目前，常用的客观质量评估准则主要有 SNR（Signal to noise ration）和 PSNR
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= ×  ,                                      (1-2) 
其中， n为图像像素表示所需的比特数， 2 1n − 即是图像中像素的最大可能值， 






























































第二章  图像插值算法概述 






第二节  理想插值 
Shannon 的采样理论给出了理想内插核函数： ( )sinc t 。根据采样定理可知，
对一个连续的图像 ( )s x, y 进行采样，其频谱 ( )S u,v 会在频域产生周期延拓。若
采样率满足奈奎斯特采样定理，频域的周期延拓将不会发生混叠，那么就可以
用频域中的一个矩形滤波器来提取其中一个周期分量从而完整地重建原始图像 
( )s x, y 。因此，一维的理想内插器可以理解为在频域中乘以理想低通滤波器，
或是在时域中与 ( )sinc t 函数进行卷积。其时域形式定义为： 
( ) ( ) ( )
sin t




= =                                          (2-1) 
相应的频域形式为： 
( )
1,     0





 ≤ <= 
≤
                                       (2-2) 
图 2-1 所示为理想内插器的时域图与频域图。其中时域图被区间 3 3t− < <
截取，频域图区间 π ω π− < < 称为通带。对于理想内插器而言，其传输函数在
通带内为常数 1。 
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